GROUP 1
In the comprehensive school of London, about 90% of boys has a mobile phone. The remaining 10% hasn’t. Many of these boys are experiencing a difficult situation because of this problem.

PIETRO BITONTE

Children also use many social networks to communicate. Unfortunately these kids stay at home and use computers or mobile phones a lot. Communication between teenagers is different now. This is an example of Mark and Paul that talk about playing football together.

P: Hey let’s play football today!
M: No, I’d rather stay on Facebook
P: Why? It’s not fun
M: Yes It is, it unites people
P: All right, tweet me later if you want to play
M: Ok

CHRISTIAN DE MARCO

In these cases the new inventions don’t help people to communicate because they attract young people and they influence their mind with captivating message or fantastic games. In these cases communication can be important.

ANTONIO GRECO

Communication is important because it unites people and nations, but sometimes it is used for bad things:
Children sometimes chat with people that they don’t know. Computer and social network can create independence. Children surf internet many hours a day and they don’t go out with their friends.

FABRIZIO GALLO
SECOND GROUP

Anna: How are you? How's it going these days? Well I'm at my grandparents' house now because my mum and my dad are in Canada! I'm seeing our pics at the moment... I remember when I jumped into you two years ago. Do you remember it?

Marika: We left for Erasmus. It was Friday and we were in a foreign nation. We didn't speak Spanish very well. We were funny when we used gesture to communicate!

Antonella: I always like doing shopping. Do you remember when I bought a new mobile phone in Madrid? We spent a lovely day together.

Adele: Oh! Do you remember the restaurant where we ate paella tapas and brvos aitas de pollo? It was very funny!!

Saad: I love you very much. Many kisses to you and your beautiful family! I hope to see you soon!